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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This Site Investigation Work Plan (SIWP) has been prepared by CONDITION SERVICES LLC (CSLLC) on 
behalf of Dunlavy Pro LLC.  This SIWP summarizes the historical site use, prior assessments, and recent 
ownership history of the parcel described by Ashland County as Property ID  
012002920000 (the Site).  The purpose of the SIWP is to present the prior assessment findings and 
recommend additional assessment or closure actions.   

2.0 SITE DESCRIPTION 
The approximately 0.344-acre Site is located adjacent to the northeast corner of Ashland County Highway 
13 and North Grant Street in Glidden, Wisconsin. (Appendix A, Figure 1).  The Site is occupied by an 
approximately 2,240 square foot slab on grade, single-story, retail building.  The remainder of the Site is 
asphalt and concrete paved with s dispenser canopy remaining.  The underground storage tanks, dispensers 
and fuel lines have been removed from the Site.   
 
The Site is located in downtown Glidden in an area of commercial and residential uses.  The Site is bounded 
by: 
 
East – An alley and residential beyond,  
South - Highway 13 (East Broadway) with a former gas station (Glidden Foot Mart) and Dan’s Mobil beyond,  
West - North Grant Street and followed by a residence,  
North – Bar/Restaurant 
 
The ground surface of the Property resides at approximately 1527 feet above sea level.  The Site is generally 
flat and tilts towards the west and south for surface water control.  The Site vicinity slopes to the west and 
north toward the east fork of the Chippewa River that resides at an elevation of 1510 feet above mean sea 
level. 
 
The current Site building was constructed in the late-1990s as the retail/store for the fuel station.  The 
current building has only been used for retail convenience store uses since construction.  Automotive 
maintenance has not been performed within the building.  The Site was previously (pre-1939 to 1990s) 
developed with a mixed used two-story building that had commercial uses on the main floor and residential 
units on the second floor. 
 
The current property owner Dulavy Pro LLC has indicated that the planned future use of the Site is to use 
the existing building as a retail store with associated parking.  Mr. Dunlavy intends to remove the dispenser 
island canopy without removing soil from the Property.  Aside from adding signage and cosmetic changes 
to the building interior and exterior, other development at the Site is not planned at this time.   
 

3.0  BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
The Site was developed into a fueling station/convenience store since 1998.  According to BRRTs on the 
Web, a report of a petroleum release was recorded for the Glidden Amoco Site in 2008.  CSLLC obtained 
copies of the prior site reports from the BRRTS on the Web registry and through an information request to 
the WDNR.  Copies of the prior reports and correspondences are attached as Appendix B.  This section 
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provides a chronology of events and relevant data from prior reports. 
 

· July/October/November 2008 - Phase II Subsurface Assessment and Site Investigation Results, Glidden 
Amoco, by Northern Environmental Technologies Incorporated (Northern Environmental) dated 
November 3, 2008.  This report includes the results of a six boring (B100 -B600) Phase II subsurface 
assessment (July 2008) performed as part of a pre-acquisition due diligence program and the results of 
a follow-on Site Investigation performed in September and October 2008.  The initial Phase II 
assessment identified Naphthalene in Boring B300 at a concentration of 1,660 micrograms per kilogram 
which was in excess of the Residual Contaminant Level (RCL)-Groundwater Pathway action level of 400 
ug/kg published at that time.  The follow-on Site Investigation included the advancement of 14 
additional borings (B700-B2000) to further identify the extent of Naphthalene contamination identified 
in B300 at 6-8 feet below ground surface (bgs).  Northern Environmental analyzed one sample from 
each of the additional 14 borings.  PVOCs were detected in borings B900, B1000 and B1100 at 
concentrations above the Groundwater RCL.  Although lower in concentration than B300, the soil 
samples analyzed from B900, B1000, and B1100 also contained Naphthalene levels in excess of the 
2009 RCL-Groundwater Pathway action level.  The B900 soil sample also contained notable 
concentrations of other PAHs including benzo(a)pyrene at a concentration of 5,700 ug/kg.  Northern 
Environmental also completed groundwater monitoring from five temporary wells.  Five groundwater 
samples were analyzed for VOCs which identified a benzene detection above the preventative action 
limit (PAL) for the off-site, upgradient, TW-1 temporary well sample.  VOC compounds were not 
detected above PAL or Enforcement Standards action levels in the other temporary wells (TW-2 
through TW-5).  Northern Environmental collected two rounds of groundwater elevation data and 
calculated the groundwater flow direction to be northerly.  Northern Technologies surmised that the 
identified contamination may likely be from an off-site source since the highest levels were detected 
at depths of 6-10 feet bgs which were in the saturated zone.  Northern Technologies recommended 
Site closure. 

· December 2008 – Letter from WDNR to Mr. Bob Prochnow of Glidden Amoco – The WDNR indicated 
in their letter that they did not agree with the site closure request made by Northern Environmental.  
The WDNR indicated that the area downgradient of the tank basin had not been assessed and the 
extent of shallow soil PAH contamination was not clearly identified. 

· March 2009 – Additional Site Investigation Results, Glidden Amoco, 288 Grant Street, Glidden, 
Wisconsin, by Northern Environmental.  This additional investigation was proposed by Northern 
Environmental.  The scope of work was designed to further assess the extent of PAH contamination 
around borings B700 and B1900 and potential contamination downgradient of the tank system.  
Northern Environmental advanced five borings (B2100-B2500) on February 11, 2009.  Borings B2100-
B2400 were positioned laterally around borings B700 and B1900 to further define the extent of PAH 
contamination to the south and west.  Soils samples from these four borings were collected from 2-4 
feet bgs.  Only benzo(a)pyrene exceeded the 2009 Non-Industrial RCL (8.8 ug/kg) in borings B2100 (60 
ug/kg), B2200 (27.2 ug/kg), and B2400 (44 ug/kg).  The 2022 Non-Industrial Direct Contact RCL for 
benzo(a)pyrene is 115 ug/kg.  Northern Environmental indicated that benzo(a)pyrene was not a normal 
component of diesel or gasoline and suggested the source could have been the asphalt surface of the 
lot.  The laboratory analysis of the soil sample collected from the 10–12-foot interval bgs in boring 
B2500 did not detect PVOCs or naphthalene above laboratory reporting limits.   

The results of the groundwater monitoring in Boring B2500-TW6 did not detect PVOCs and 
naphthalene above laboratory reporting limits or PAL/ES.  The groundwater elevation was measured 
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at 15-feet bgs.   
 
Northern Environmental concluded that the PAH contamination in the shallow soil was relatively low 
and was capped by an impervious surface.  Northern Environmental also concluded that the soil and 
groundwater testing performed in B2500 (which resides downgradient for the current tank basin) did 
not detect impacts confirms the tank system was not leaking.  Northern Environmental did not 
recommend additional assessment and requested that the site be transferred to the Wisconsin 
Department of Commerce to be reviewed for closure.  In April of 2009, the site was transferred to the 
Department of Commerce for closure.  Northern Environmental submitted the required closure and 
continuing obligations information and the site was closed in June 2009.   
 
The Site conditions identified in 2008 and 2009 were deemed sufficient for closure by the Department 
of Commerce.  The Department of Commerce June 2, 2009 letter titled “Final Closure with Land Use 
Limitation to Address Direct Contact Risk” indicated that the Site does not pose a significant threat to 
human health and the environment as long as current and subsequent property owners maintain the 
barrier cap in accordance with the April 30, 2009 Pavement Cover Maintenance Plan.  The purpose of 
the Pavement Cover Plan was to limit potential direct contact with the identified benzo(a)pyrene 
contamination identified in the southern portion of the Site.  In 2009, the Non-Industrial Direct Contact 
RCL for benzo(a)pyrene was listed by Northern Environmental as 8.8 ug/kg.  The 2022 Non-Industrial 
Direct Contact RCL for benzo(a)pyrene is 115 ug/kg and the GW RCL is 470 ug/kg.  When compared to 
the current RCLs, only the concentration of benzo(a)pyrene detected in B900 (5700 ug/kg) would 
exceed either RCL.  

 

· July, 2013 – The Site was transferred back to WDNR from the PECFA Program (formerly the Department 
of Commerce), apparently due to the property being tax forfeited.  The WDNR placed a lien against the 
property in an amount to cover the cost of the UST removal.  The Site was renamed Chippewa Quick 
Mart and was assigned a BRRTS # 03-02-552129. 

· September 2017 – WDNR received a Tank System Site Assessment (TSSA) Part B form prepared by MSA 
Professional Services.  The TSSA documents the sampling performed after the UST system was 
removed.  The TSSA also states that the USTs, sumps and spill buckets appeared to be in good condition 
upon removal.  The removal operation included the UST piping, four dispensers, a 1,000-gallon off-road 
diesel UST, one 2,000 gallon on-road diesel UST, one 4,000-gallon gasoline UST, and one 8,000-gallon 
gasoline UST.  Post removal soil sampling was performed at a depth of one foot below the USTs and 
piping.  The UST basin was excavated to a depth of 10-11 feet bgs and piping and dispensers were 
excavated to either two or four feet bgs.  

A total of 14 bottom and 14 sidewall soil samples were collected and analyzed from the removal 
operation. Figure 2, 3 and 4 depict the sample locations.  Analytical testing revealed detectable 
concentrations of PVOCs in bottom sample B-5 (10-foot depth), dispenser sample D-2 (four-foot 
depth), and sidewall sample S-5 (six-foot depth).  Samples B-5, S-5 and D-2 were each collected from 
the southeastern corner of UST basin near the south end of the 1,000-gallon diesel UST and the north 
dispenser used for gasoline dispensing.  This contamination was not identified during the former 
Glidden Amoco investigation.  The detected concentrations of PVOCs exceeded their respective NR 720 
Groundwater Pathway RCLs and require additional assessment.   
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4.0  PROPOSED ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATION 
 
The full horizontal and vertical extent of PVOC soil contamination that was identified in 2017 is currently 
unknown.  A potential for groundwater impacts and vapor intrusion should be assessed.  The following 
scope of work includes soil, groundwater, and vapor/soil gas sampling. 
 
4.1 Utility Locate 

 
Upon approval of the workplan and prior to performing subsurface work, public and private utilities will be 
located by the selected driller.  A push-probe type drilling method is proposed for this work. 
 
4.2 Soil Sampling 

 
Six soil borings will be advanced to a depth of 15 feet bgs at the Site.  Borings GP-2, GP-3, and GP-4 will be 
advanced to the northeast, east and south of the identified contamination to further define the extent.  
One soil sample will be collected from the direct contact zone (0-4 feet bgs) and one will be collected from 
the interval below four feet that exhibits the highest PID reading.  A total of eight soil samples will be 
analyzed for PVOCs plus naphthalene.   
 
Soil samples recovered by the split spoon will be divided into two portions. One portion will be prepared 
for PVOC and Naphthalene laboratory analysis. The other portion will be placed into a clean one- quart 
zip-seal type bag.  A headspace analysis will then be conducted on bagged soil.  
 
Collected soil samples will be screened with a Mini-RAE photoionization detector (PID) equipped with a 
10.6 eV lamp. The PID will be calibrated in instrument units for total organic vapors using an isobutylene 
standard.  The portion of the soil sample to be screened will be placed in a zip-seal type bag and shaken 
vigorously to promote volatilization of the contaminant into the headspace of the bag. The sample will be 
allowed to rest for at least ten minutes and then shaken again before screening. When ambient 
temperatures are below 60 degrees F, soil samples are allowed to warm for a minimum of ten (10) minutes 
in a heated environment prior to headspace development. The zip-seal bag will be punctured with the PID 
probe and the resulting meter reading will be recorded. 
 
4.3 Groundwater Sampling 

 
Four soil borings will be advanced to encounter groundwater which is expected to be approximately 15 
feet bgs.  Borings GP-1, GP-3, GP-5, and GP-6 will be advanced in locations to assess if groundwater has 
been impacted.  GP-1 is located in an on-site and upgradient location from the zone of PVOC contamination. 
GP-3 is located in a cross-gradient location and GP-5 and GP-6 are located in down-gradient positions with 
respect to the previously identified northerly groundwater flow direction.  GP-1, GP-5, and GP-6 will be 
blind drilled to encounter groundwater and soil samples will not be collected. A total of four borehole 
groundwater samples will be analyzed for VOCs.   
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Groundwater samples will be collected via polyethylene tubing that is inserted into the probe boring. 
Groundwater will be extracted through the polyethylene tubing equipped with a check valve. Retained 
samples are then placed into laboratory prepared containers and stored in an iced cooler. 
 
4.4 Soil Gas and Sub-Slab Vapor Sampling 

 
Two active soil gas samples are proposed between the area of contamination and the adjacent east and 
northeast residential homes.  A third soil gas sample is proposed north of the area of contamination toward 
the adjacent commercial business property.  Soil gas samples are not proposed to the south or west.  Soil 
gas samples will be collected in 1-liter batch certified Summa canisters equipped with a 200 milliliter per 
minute regulator.   
 
Two sub-slab vapor samples are proposed inside the existing approximately 3,100 square foot building.  
The sample locations will be selected to avoid footings, obstructions, and utilities.  A vapor pin/water dam 
sampling method will be used to collect samples through a 5/8-inch hole drilled through the concrete.  A 
single-use, disposable, purge/sample manifold will be used to collect the samples through a vapor pin that 
is secured into the drilled hole with a silicone sleeve.  Prior to sampling the purge/sample manifold will be 
attached to the vapor pin and tested for leaks.  Upon passing the leak test, the manifold will be purged to 
load the manifold with sub-slab vapors prior to sample collection.  A 1-liter batch certified Summa canister 
equipped with a 200 milliliter per minute regulator will be used to collect the vapor sample.  The ending 
pressure (vacuum) in the canister at the completion of sampling will be approximately four pounds per 
square inch.  Collected vapor samples will be analyzed for VOCs using method EPA TO-15 (full list). 
 
4.5 Potential Impact to Nearby Receptors 

 
Nearby land uses and potential receptors will be identified during the Site investigation.  The location and 
type of buildings, underground utilities, water sources, and sensitive receptors will be documented.   
 
4.6 Perfluoroalkyl and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances Sample Collection 

The historical use of perfluoroalkyland polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) at the Site is not anticipated or 
documented.  The Site was occupied by a building that supported commercial, retail and residential uses 
from at least 1939 until it was redeveloped into a fuel station/convenience store.  Mr. Dunlavy and the 
Glidden Fire Chief (Johny Grage) were not aware of the use of fire-fighting foam at the Site.  Mr. Grage 
recalled the former building was demolished using mechanical methods.  Additionally, records of PFAS 
contamination in Ashland County are not recorded in the BRRTS On the Web GIS application.  PFAS sampling 
is not proposed for the Site. 
 
4.7 Report Preparation 

 
After the receipt of the analytical data, a report will be prepared that presents the results of the site 
investigation.  Field measurements, significant features, boring locations and analytical data will be 
summarized in tables and maps.  The report will include a narrative of the site conditions, findings and 
recommendations.  Boring logs, laboratory reports and photographs will be attached to the report. 
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5.0  IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE 
The proposed project scope will take approximately 8-12 weeks to complete and is dependent upon 
obtaining approval from WDNR and the availability of drillers.   
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FIGURE 2- SAMPLING LOCATIONS 
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Part B -To be completed by environmental professional 

Submit original Part B to the WDNR along with a~ of Part A 

I. TANK-SYSTEM SITE ASSESSMENT (TSSA) 

Site Name: [ h.i.p ~ Ml llv 0 .. , c:. It fvlcy..t 

Address: 1?..'2. F. i?;.n:a4 wa...y C11r"dd.{....., INI S"4S"7 "1 
I I 

Note: Site name and address must match with Part A Section 1. 

To determine if a TSSA is required, see SPS 310 and section II part B of ASSESSMENT AND REPORTING OF SUSPECTED AND 
OBVIOUS RELEASES FROM UNDERGROUND AND ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEMS. 

If a TSSA is required, then follow the procedures detailed in ASSESSMENT AND REPORTING OF SUSPECTED AND OBVIOUS 
RELEASES FROM UNDERGROUND AND ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEMS. 

1. Site Information 

a. Has there been a previously documented release at this site? 'gf Y liJ N 

If yes, provide the PECFA # , or DNR BRRT's # b3-02. • S"S'"Z.I '2..9 
b. Number of active tanks 1 at facility prior to completion of current services USTs L{ ASTs f!J 
(NOTE 1: Do not include previously closed systems or system components.) 

c. Excavation/trench dimensions (in feet). (Photos must be provided.) 

EXCAVATION/TRENCH# LENGTH WIDTH 

-r-AI 1A U InA .A A'...._ 4:-0 .. 14-' 
~-.J... AI. / 

'{"V' 

, 

2. Visual Excavation/Trench Inspection (Photos must be provided for "Yes" responses, except item b.) 
Do any of the following conditions exist in or about the excavation(s)? 

DEPTH 

lO' 
Mil/ 

a. Stained soils: 0 Y ~ N b. Petroleum odor: [2Y Y 0 N c. Water In excavation/trench: 0 Y 18:1 N 
d. Free product in the excavation/trench: 0 Y 13?1 N e. Sheen or free product on water: 0 Y I8J N 

3. Geology/Hydrogeology 
a. Depth to groundwater N I A feet b. Indicate type of geolog/ ......::;S=<-~=::::~-J.--:---::--.,........,,....---:----,---

(Note 2: Use these symbols individually or in combination as appropriate: C = Cia , SL T = Silt, S = Sand, Gr = Gravel) 
4. Receptors 

a. Water supply well(s) within 250 feet of the facility? D Y ~ N If yes, specify---=----:--:------=----
b. Surface water(s) within 1000 feet of the facility? Iii Y D N If yes, specify E.~X S t= G\,.ll C b i fM'o•a., 62,\,r . "-"'+eo' Nw 

5. Sampling ' 1 

a. Follow the procedures detailed in ASSESSMENT AND REPORTING OF SUSPECTED AND OBVIOUS RELEASES FROM 
UNDERGROUND AND ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEMS. 

b. Complete Tables 1 and 2 as appropriate. (Attach chain-of-custody and laboratory analytical reports.) 
c. Attach a detailed map of site features and sample locations. 

J. NOTE RELEVANT OBSERVATIONS, SPECIFIC PROBLEMS OR CONCERNS BELOW 

:Ta-"¥-11 ~a.d. anti . A(+iLI b&~ a ~a,.....ul ...:f:t> iu,. e.~4 , ~, 7 
Cft>od Cflnd/t;,:{)JoJ I --pe>vt heN'JA C.d' R· On< I, 000 s· J a.tt- YOQ ./ 

o/A'e.:u.J, azu ,2£>oo y-'· t2n -m4J olc)Wa, O?Y t..f;ocY>-14.1 ,, ,,_t,~ 
~ @v !>,()f)() f*R ?AtMtw ..• ~? l~ ~,.,.d F 

ERS-8951 (R.07/13) Distribution: DATCP Inspector Contractor Owner 



TABLE 1 SOIL FIELD SCREENING & GRO/DRO LABORATORY ANALYTICAL RESULTS-FOR PETROLEUM PRODUCTS 

Sample ID Sample Location & 
Sample Collection Method Depth Below Field Screening 

# Soil/Geologic Description Grab I Shelby I Direct I Split Tank/Piping (feet) Result (ppm) 
Tube Push Spoon 

'R .. J 5 -"' s .,., 4hfll'\,, <1.11 t ~ 0 0 0 l h..~ .. \ lo' h..,. C' O-o 
A ·7. s- s ~ ,. ,!D., 4-1>~ .; o..J ~.f.\. ~ [XI 0 0 0 '" l o' ~n}. .c ,.., . l ... 

f'1· 1 .fl\ll • C:: .c.A.t. 7~ """.l 0
r.ii. rn 0 0 0 l• I 0 '~-:,; 1 1'"'1 (') 

/{ . t./ S - 1\..J S\'d..t 1 Mh:. ... 1 A ' [g 0 0 0 ,, it1 'h~c D.'f 

8 .... r- SM- .S s,>J.. 10"""'!.1 d' l:i 0 0 0 \A, th 'b<:f t lo4 2 
13 -{, SM- w,(\W ? Dt.>r:r .. .A....l' 0 0 0 " IC' h:r (_') . "7 
P,-1 ·' -N .<,-...1.. ~~ .. .or..l '\&5 ~ 0 0 0 "' I I' be.' ( 11-h 
q_ (!, S- M P,oD~ ., "LL ,.. : .r ~ 0 0 0 ,, ll ' b~ ( o.9. 
84 8- s .-1'.-J..L ~.,.~ ll..,.,(' 00 0 0 0 \, '(\'b.<( 0.\A 
P-1 3fa..S"M- 0 ln~P ..J:v...,.,r h ~ 0 0 0 4'irlc{ ~Cf-1 
/)-I , ~ ... .C1..·r+i'11..,.. ;lCf:r,~ Wt.. :f bH11. ~ 0 0 0 ~· 2. 1 Inn 

1< f') "'-+ 
/J-Z OM-f'-....1 t'l.cl 1· ~Le-o. ~ 0 0 0 I( '-t I !!,;; l ~~()-~ 
0 -3 OM- .f a,. ' A ,_;r b. ~ 0 0 D I.,. 4' ln~r o.£1 
/)_.Y ~1 - f!)f;f 

1~o-..d l'.h'rLLI d.r(.') [Zl [ J [ J 0 4 1 t..d D-0 . 

TABLE 2 SOil LABORATORY ANALYTICAL RESULTS-FOR PETROLEUM PRODUCTS 

TRIMETHYL-
XYLENES CHLORINATED Sample BENZENE TOLUENE ETHYLBENZENE MTBE BENZENES NAPHTHALENE 

ID# {TOTAL) (TOTAL) SOLVENTS 

ug/kg ug/kg ug/kg ug/kg ug/kg ug/kg ug/kg ug/kg 

8-1 L1.to.U> c2&~ ~Z.<o-(p <-53-2. L. IDU>- <f <. r/.9, <2&& rvA 
13-l L'2.(;.'2. L21JJ2.. L'2.ltl.2 CS2 S ~lo:>. o ~/8.7 ~ZlP2- N/1 
~-3 ( 30·; L. '30g <..sO 3 ~ (.PD .ltJ C::.IZ.I·L L.qO,~ "- So3 NA 
f3 .. '{ .C::31-S ~ ;> t.r ~31.~ ""1..13.1 ~/2&:,.2. c::. 0,'-/-. (o ~31-S"' 1\tA 
fJJ ·: \ 2.Sc..f. 92:.1 33& .e:.n.s- 2,2/~ 2,0¥ I ~3SS NA 
R'r~ (_ 3tD.3 <.3(..~ £ 3(,.3 ~/2.7 £.. 1'-IS. Y. ~ 109.0 < 3(t,3 I\/ A 
fl..-1 (2(b. i £2(,7 t:. 2 (J,. "? c:. SJ . "f <. IO&; .E; <bo./ <=-2t,/ "-JA 
A ·R L.2~. 2 <.2.t,2. ~2~.2, <. ~2 . .> .t:.IO~.Q t!..78.; < 2 C..'"2. /\fA 
~-9 (_ '2J1 . 1., ~2._q l; c:::.2.'1 -v <s-q.; <..118.2. ~~.; ~2q~ /I.! A 
P-t L2~.'2- L'2...f>2.. oi:::.2...'C>·2.. ~ ~f.p.J ~1/2.~ <8'1-.s <~82.. /VI+ 
fJ-1 L 2'7.lf L'2"1'-f ~~l.'f .t::.Sl/. 7 L/ot9.t.f <. b2. I ~27'-1- 1\JA 
D-z ~3.'1 <21:1£, t~C.Z'f.8 <: S'9·S c:. lf9. 0 <:. 89.3 (.,'2Cf8 NA 
0-~ c::.gs-.9 ~3S9 c:: 8~. ~ <it.( ~I Lt2. 4- < /07. &, ~ 3s-q NA 
f}--"' L '2C1 · I L l...ct I ~ 2.q. I c:S&o! ~ //(.p, 2. <:.67- "2. .C. 2q I Nf+ 

K. TANK-5YSTEM SITE ASSESSMENT INFORMATION 

D As a tank-system site assessor certified under Wis. Admin. Code section SPS 305.83, it is my opinion that there is no indication of a release 
of a regulated substance to the environment. 

D Sampling at the site indicates there has been a release to the environment. Pursuant to Wis. Admin. Code section SPS 310.585 (2) (a) and 
Wis. Stats. section 292.11 (2) (a), the owner or operator or contractor performing work under chapter SPS 310 shall immediately report any 
release of a regulated substance to the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources. Failure to do so may result in forfeitures of a minimum of 
$10 and a maximum of $5000 for each violation under Wis. Stats. section 101.09 (5). Each day of continued violation and each tank are treated 
as separate offenses. 

ErtiA. ~r~~&J 
Tank-System Site As sor Name (pnnt) . Certification Number# 

Tank-System Site Assessor Telephone Number Date Signed 
MM (/)m& . .uilt~A-1 rfb=,,u--

company Name 
(1.t&> 4-'it:t 5111 'f/2.o /2.o/2 

ERS-8951 (R.07/13) Distribution: DATCP Inspector Contractor Owner 

Bryan Murdock
Pencil

Bryan Murdock
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TABLE 1 SOIL FIELD SCREENING & GRO/DRO LABORATORY ANALYTICAL RESULTS-FOR PETROLEUM PRODUCTS 

Sample ID Sample Location & 
Sample Collection Method 

Depth Below Field Screening 
# Soil/Geologic Description Grab I Shelby I Direct I Split Tank/Piping (feet) Result (ppm) 

Tube Push Spoon 
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TABLE 2 SOIL LABORATORY ANALYTICAL RESULTS-FOR PETROLEUM PRODUCTS 

TRIMETHYL-
XYLENES CHLORINATED Sample BENZENE TOLUENE ETHYLBENZENE MTBE BENZENES NAPHTHALENE 

ID# (TOTAL) 
(TOTAL) SOLVENTS 

ug/kg ug/kg ug/kg ug/kg ug/kg ug/kg ug/kg ug/kg 
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K. TANK-SYSTEM SITE ASSESSMENT INFORMATION 

0 As a tank-system site assessor certified under Wis. Admin. Code section SPS 305.83, it is my opinion that there is no indication of a release 
of a regulated substance to the environment. 

0 Sampling at the site indicates there has been a release to the environment. Pursuant to Wis. Admin. Code section SPS 310.585 (2) (a) and 
Wis. Stats. section 292.11 (2) (a), the owner or operator or contractor performing work under chapter SPS 310 shall immediately report any 
release of a regulated substance to the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources. Failure to do so may result in forfeitures of a minimum of 
$10 and a maximum of $5000 for each violation under Wis. Stats. section 101.09 (5). Each day of continued violation and each tank are treated 
as separate offenses. 
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Site Plan View 
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